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President’s message
Between the 3rd and 5th of December 2014, the 17th biennial conference of the Australian Population
Association was held, for the first time, in Hobart, Tasmania. The conference was considered to be extremely
successful and this special edition of Demoz covers some of the highlights. It was great to see old friends and
make new ones at this gathering of demographers and population geographers from across Australia, with
representatives from New Zealand and Asia. As noted by one of our Twitter users, people caught up on
births, deaths, marriages, divorces, household formation and migrations since last seeing each other. You
can’t keep good demographers down!
Thanks go out to the conference organising committee and especially the conference convenor Dr Edith
Gray, for their superb efforts. But a big thankyou must also go to everyone who attended and participated in
the conference. Connecting with our community stimulates us, renews our passion for the field we work in
and encourages us to try new things.
I also send season’s greetings to all members. I wish you safe and enjoyable times with your friends, family
and loved ones over the coming break. 2015 will bring new challenges for us all and with the new year, that
one undeniable demographic truth; we will all be one year older than we were in 2014! Happy New Year.
Alison Taylor

Season’s greetings
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Plenary sessions - commentary
Day one: Dr Rebecca Kippen and Professor Natalie Jackson – Tasmania’s population: past, present
and future
Dr Rebecca Kippen offered a historical perspective and Professor Natalie Jackson contemporary and future
perspectives on the host State’s population. Rebecca described early Aboriginal settlement and the rapid
demise of that population, aided by the activities of sealers, once transportation of 60,000 male and 12,000
female convicts to Van Diemen’s Land during 1803-53 began. In an overwhelmingly male population most
female, but few male convicts married. Unmarried female convicts in the community who became pregnant
were returned to prison for 15 months, where horrific conditions produced infant mortality as high as 40%.
The gold rush in Victoria in the 1850s saw rapid out-migration of free males, and with disbanding of the
convict system about that time VDL became ‘Tasmania’, marriage rates rose, and ex-nuptial birth and infant
mortality rates plummeted. Life expectancies at birth fluctuated wildly during 1860-1900 in response to
epidemics of influenza, measles, typhoid, diphtheria and scarlet fever. During this same period total fertility
was initially below that for Victoria (until the mid-1870s), rose to be on a par with that of New South Wales
over the following decade, then trended down on a similar path to NSW until 1901, by which time the
European population was approaching 180,000.
The impressive statistical record available for Tasmania
over the later 19th and early 20th centuries was due to
Robert Mackenzie Johnston, a Scot who rose from
Edinburgh railway labourer to become Tasmanian
Statistician and Registrar of Births, Deaths and
Marriages during 1882-1918. Johnston produced
arguably the most accurate long-term population
projection ever with his remarkable 1902-2002
projection of Australia’s population, but his method was
wildly astray in projecting Tasmania’s population over
the same period. His 2002 prediction was almost double the actual population at that date.
Prof Natalie Jackson outlined a ‘distinctive’ 20th century
demography marked by higher than average birth rates, below
average life expectancies, ever slower than average growth,
typically net internal migration loss but international
migration gain, and a transition from the nation’s youngest to
its oldest age structure. Natural increase had slowed since the
early 1960s and was now at a historical low, despite
Tasmania ranking behind only the Northern Territory for
highest TFR and youngest median age of childbearing.
Large losses of adolescents and young adults to interstate migration were typical, depriving the State of
youthful vitality and undermining growth potential through natural increase, while gains at older ages only
exacerbated ageing. Net overseas migration gain only modestly compensated for the former losses. The
population aged 65+ was now (2013) 17.3% of total (as against 8.1% in 1971), and would shortly for the first
time outnumber that aged 0-14; that aged 55-64 already outnumbered that aged 15-24, having converged
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rapidly on it since the mid-1990s. Tasmania’s median age had surpassed that of South Australia as the
nation’s oldest in 2006, and at over 41 was four years higher than the national figure. The hyper-ageing in
which Tasmania now found itself mired, with the hollowing out of the age pyramid at reproductive ages, was
not conducive to the population growth to which its politicians aspired. The loss of reproductive potential
heralded imminent natural decrease as it became self-reinforcing.
Gordon Carmichael
Day two: Professor Sarah Harper – Population ageing: an international perspective
Sarah Harper—Professor of Gerontology and Director of the Oxford Institute of Population Ageing at the
University of Oxford—gave a wonderfully engaging, informative and thought-provoking plenary address on
population ageing.
Professor Harper began by outlining country-level differences and trends in total fertility rates and life
expectancies, and how these will influence population age structures into the future. Continued low or falling
fertility, and decreasing mortality, will lead to continued population ageing through the twenty-first century.
In advanced economies, continued below-replacement fertility, declining older-age mortality, and high inmigration will result in demographic challenges related to changing age structures, ageing of the older
population, and the growth of migrant communities.

In emerging economies, fast declining fertility (although still high among the rural and poor), increasing life
expectancy, high rural-to-urban migration, and out-migration of skilled workers will lead to falls in the
proportion of child dependents, rises in the proportion of the working-age population, rises in the proportion
and number at older ages, rapid urbanisation, and loss of skilled labour. The shift in age structure at the child
and working ages may not lead to the so-called ‘demographic dividend’ unless appropriate public policies are
in place (such as those related to education).
In the least developed economies, high fertility, limited falls in infant and maternal mortality, high rural-tourban migration will result in high proportions in the child and young-adult ages, rapid urbanisation and lack
of skilled labour.
Professor Harper concluded by posing and discussing several questions about the future of mortality decline:
Will there be continued increases in both average life expectancy and maximum life expectancy?
Will we all enjoy the benefits of longevity, or will it be for a few?
Will advances in life expectancy be matched by advances in healthy life expectancy?
Rebecca Kippen
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Day three: Professor Richard Bedford – Population mobility in the Pacific region in the 21st century:
Trends and prospects
In an engaging plenary, Professor Richard Bedford highlighted the importance of the people who live closest
to us, specifically the 21 states and territories that make up the Pacific. The countries of the Pacific remain
heavily dependent on Australia and New Zealand, and are intrinsically linked because of proximity as well as
long-standing patterns of migration flows in place since the 19th Century. Looking at migration patterns of
peoples between the three cultural regions of the Pacific, Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia, Bedford
showed how Fiji was a Pacific Island hub and that Polynesian and Fiji-born residents were an important
feature of Pacific migrants in Australia. Into the future, Melanesia is projected to have a population that will
more than double over the next 35-40 years with continued young age profiles and increasing urbanisation.
There is a significant potential demographic dividend among Australia’s closest neighbours but education is
critical, as is work for the growing number of young people. There will not be employment for everyone on
the islands and our neighbours will be looking for work overseas. Bedford predicted that into the future we
will increasingly see Melanesian migration to Brisbane, Townsville and Cairns, as well as Sydney and that
the Melanesian migration patterns of the future will mirror those seen from Fiji to Australia.
In addition to economic imperatives bringing Pacific
migrants to Australia, environmental changes are important
push-factors. Bedford presented sobering images of Kiribati,
where planning is taking place to prepare for when the
country is uninhabitable. He talked about the evidence of
increasing salination and more extreme drought. In Kiribati
initiatives are in place to train people to have the skills to
migrate and Bedford reminded us that our job as Pacific
neighbours is to make sure that what people are doing is
enough. Among some of our neighbours, supporting them to
exploit the demographic dividend can be challenging. Working in Melanesia has been a challenge for
Australia and New Zealand because the cultures are not hierarchical systems in ways that our countries
understand, and Papua New Guinea for example rates poorly for corruption. Despite these difficulties,
Bedford warned that we overlook the Pacific at our peril – they are our closest neighbours.
Kim Johnstone
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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WD Borrie Lecture - commentary
Professor Martin Bell – Demography, time and space
In delivering the 2014 WD Borrie Lecture, Martin Bell argued
that the significance of space, and, in particular, the intersection
of space with time, is not well articulated in the field of
demography. His presentation, mainly theoretical and conceptual
in nature, then provided a synthesis of time and space in
demography.
Time-space perspectives have been enhanced by the growing
availability of geospatial data and by new methods and software
such as geographically weighted regression, multilevel
modelling, tracking of mobile phones and IMAGE software. As an example of the use of space and time,
Martin referred to research on space-time convergence in demography – or, over time, are countries
converging to a common demography? This is a controversial area of research in which some, like me, see
persistence of difference and constant change where others see growing similarity and stability. This is much
like the glass half-empty analogy but Martin’s presentation argued that the use of data specified in time and
space in conjunction with new technologies would help to move research away from the mere conjectural.
His argument is strong when applied to migration which is inherently spatial and time-dependent. In this
regard, he decries the tendency of statistical agencies to provide data according to ever-changing geographic
boundaries. He concludes:
In the spatial domain, the task is to move beyond the comfort of conventional statistical boundaries,
and explore the underlying distributions of demographic phenomena. Space, like time and age, should
be an integral layer in our consideration of demographic processes and phenomena. It’s at the
intersection of time and space that the opportunity comes to conceptualise and measure collective
demographic behaviour at a range of scales and in a way that resonates with the felt reality of
individual lives.
This was a thought-provoking address that is deserving of wide attention.
Peter McDonald
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3-Minute Thesis Competition
Six participants braved the stage to outline their thesis in three minutes. Effective use of a single slide
assisted each student to describe their approach in different ways. This innovative and extremely challenging
competition continues to attract a strong field and is rapidly becoming a tradition at APA conferences.
Judges, Ann Evans and Martin Bell, after a suspenseful few minutes, awarded the winning prize of $500 to
Alice Falkiner for her presentation on Dual Carers in Australia: An Examination of the Experiences of
Australians with Dual Caring Responsibilities. Congratulations to each of the participants.

Poster session
Eight posters were displayed in the 2014 poster session. The entries illustrated the breadth of the
demographic field ranging from maternal health inequality and contributions to childhood excess weight, to
sexual behaviour reporting in South Africa, the effect of war in Liberia and a discussion of regional decline.
Two posters covered data representations; an overview of how ABS’ population clock works and a new way
of visualising migration flows.
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Book launch: Family Formation in 21st Century Australia
A new book authored and edited by APA members, Family Formation in 21st Century Australia, was
launched at the Hobart conference on December 4. The book was launched by Professor Natalie Jackson,
who spoke of its relevance to contemporary population debates.
Few of us could actually hear Natalie over the
background noise of the conference coffee break!
Nevertheless, we are grateful for her kind words, and
many delegates expressed an interest in the book.
The book has also attracted considerable media
interest, particularly following recent comments by
Kevin Andrews MP regarding marriages being more
stable than cohabiting relationships. Dr. Belinda
Hewitt, lead author of a chapter on Relationship
Dissolution, has been particularly popular for her
expertise. Among other interviews, she contributed to
an ABC fact check on this subject: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-10-30/de-facto-separation-and-divorcerates-fact-check/5844998.
I participated in a broad-ranging interview and talkback segment about the book on ABC Sydney morning
radio, and contributed to an article for the Fairfax
papers, once again with a focus on marriage and
cohabitation: http://www.smh.com.au/comment/apiece-of-paper-doesnt-make-a-happy-couple20141107-11i0lf.html
Lessons learnt? If you’re seeking to publicize research,
it helps greatly if you can tie your work to a topical
issue, and it’s even better if you can piggyback on the
controversial remarks of a politician! Oh, and don’t
come between a conference delegate and a coffee.
Genevieve Heard (co-editor)
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Panel session: Engaging the media and other clients: how to get your work noticed
Kick starting the APA biennial conference for 2014 was a
dynamic discussion on how we as researchers can get our work
noticed by policy makers and the broader community through
the media, most notably social media. Led by a panel
representing radio (Ryk Goddard, ABC Breakfast, Tasmania),
print media (Marc Moncrief, Data Editor at the Age), Social
Media Strategy (Ross Copping) and our own APA Immediate
Past President, statistician and demographic expert and media
sensation, Patrick Corr (not Bernard), we discussed in a
humorous, but enlightening and informing way, how to get our
research noticed.
As interest in all things demographic grows and as the world is increasingly flooded with data and opinion,
largely driven by media, it is becoming even more important to communicate our work to policy makers and
professionals who need to understand and use our work. But how?
As the panel informed us, empirical research can be dry and academic language is so 19th century. The
competition for media time and space is fierce but you can make an impact. There is a framework and it’s
based on relationships, but the media won’t give a boring story a run. However, they need us as much as we
need them.
The most important point is to capture the attention of the media – the message needs to be sharp, simple and
different. Social media is the fastest way to get your message out in a competitive environment; it’s the
environment in which we live. You need to either get on board or get hit by tennis balls. You are never not at
work with social media – use it wisely.
From the media perspective, while the value of data is recognised for its transformative power, it needs to be
sexy to compete with the likes of Brangelina and Kim. Ultimately the media wants a story which will get into
the hearts and minds of people. While this may be against all academic training, it is possible to maintain
factual credibility with flair. Support your message with visuals as they help tell stories. Print and online
media love maps, bubbles and colour. You need to tell a story with your pictures and draw a story with your
words. To avoid being misquoted or misrepresented, make your language so compelling the media wants to
use it.
The message we received on how to engage with the media was very simple:
• Build relationships with the media, spend energy on the people you want to influence, make sure the
relationship is based on mutual trust
• Build your identity strategically
• Be interesting
• Be relevant
• Be accessible
• Keep to key messages in your area of expertise
• Have training to build confidence
• Have a Plan B.
Lisa Denny
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Impressions of the 2014 APA conference
Super awesome conference.
Anon.
I found the conference both enjoyable and informative. Some information is new to me and will be useful in
my work. It is a pleasure to see so many qualified and well informed young demographers here.
Anon.
The Presidential Address was inspiring and dynamic.
Anon.
It has been a lovely bonding experience with other students. It’s really valuable in terms of networking and
understanding what other researchers are doing. It puts you out of your comfort zone.
Alice Falkiner, 3MT winner
The conference is very informative and the content challenges me to think more broadly. People should
absolutely attend the next conference. A wide range of issues are covered, so there’s something for everyone.
Amina Keygan
I was blown away by Sarah Harper’s keynote address. She put together the issues of population ageing in a
global perspective really well. She showcased the data in an interesting and informative way. Definitely
consider attending future conferences so that you can network with people in the field and hear the latest
research. It’s like reading a really great journal article.
Brendan Churchill
This is my first APA conference. The conference was very well organised and it’s been useful to me. There
have been a wide variety of topics and issues discussed, which reflects the diversity of the field. I like the way
the Plenary Sessions are big picture and then the concurrent sessions zoom in to more specific issues.
Wilma Terblanche
The conference is going really well. People are very happy; with the program, with the food – we don’t like
hungry demographers! People are making considered decisions about which presentations they will see. It’s
a good thing.
Conference organisers
I have loved the networking and socialising. It’s nice to catch up with people I’ve worked or studied with and
to experience the support we have for each other in our careers. There’s no other opportunity like this for
learning new things in demography and for keeping abreast of the field.
Genevieve Heard
It’s been terrific getting so many people, interested in such a wide range of population and demographic
issues, but approaching them from such wide perspectives, all together. I’ve enjoyed finding the
commonalities and potential linkages. It’s a rare opportunity to get so much demographic ‘grunt’ in the one
room.
Anon.
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Selected Twitter comments (#Ozpop14)
Simple rules for live tweeting at conferences - @DrDemography. Retweeted by @Demografia_CSIC
Nice Guide to using Twitter at #Ozpop14 #population conference Other side of the world
Demographers are “important and intelligent people” Lord Mayor Alderman Sue Hickey welcome @annie_evans_11
@AlphaAlison combining travels, chocolates and the population landscape. Entertaining - @PhillyTan
OMG. He is throwing media releases at us!!! - @annie_evans_11
Storytelling…Best way to get your message across as media needs a story to get into people’s hearts and
minds #Ozpop14 - @DrKimJohnstone
What do the data tell us…Demographers can provide leadership answering key questions about the future
@marcmoncrief #Ozpop14 - @DrKimJohnstone

Great panel to start off the conference! - @PhillyTan

#Ozpop14 convenor is a star. Here with her acknowledgement for 8 years as Ed
Journal of Pop Research - @AlphaAlison
#Ozpop14 organiser elite demographer Edith Gray just posed for a pic with elite soccer player Harry Kewell
- @DrDemography
From what I am reading on Twitter I can see I am missing a great conference. Thanks for letting me know
the highlights #Ozpop14 - @ann gero
Australians move more + further distances than Brits Germans and Swedes. May be due to housing market
in Oz #Ozpop14 - @OzPopulation
@annie_evans_11 says 45 year olds don’t get out very much…That’s me next week, better fit it all in this
week at #Ozpop14 - @DrKimJohnstone
1st day of #Ozpop14 has been HUGE (and it’s not over yet). Hobart, you’re awesome - @DrDemography
The best opening slide! @BrenChurchill presenting on gender roles #Ozpop14 @AKeygan
Is demography fissiparous? Prof Martin Bell #Ozpop14 - @workdemographer
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Demographers love complexity! Let’s find the patterns in these transitions
#Ozpop14 - @AlphaAlison. Favourited by @AndyHowe_statto My fave
slide of the day and @glenncapuano Consider offering that chart to MONA
– modern art meets demography! #Ozpop14
How fun: following #Ozpop14 through Twitter! Wish I was there with
@OzPopulation’s Journal of #Population Research - @SpringerSocSci
Harper: is obesity the new circulatory disease? Will it reduce life expectancy? Or healthy life expectancy?
#Oxpop14 - @BrenChurchill
Family Formation book launch: important understandings re families in Aust. Demographic talent on display
at #Ozpop14 - @AlphaAlison
Mahin Raisi the most beautiful data collection at #Ozpop14 @annie_evans_11

Outstanding scholarship at #3MT comp at #Ozpop14. Demography’s in good hands! - @DrDemography

A doubling of dancing demographers #alliteration #Ozpop14 @SCanterford

Bye #Ozpop14. Best APA conference ever. - @annie_evans_11
Summarising thesis in 3min=tough gig. Extremely valuable to focus thoughts & gr8 encouragement of young
researchers #Ozpop14 - @AlphaAlison responded to by @ConradHackett I like the idea. I take it this event
was just for junior researchers then. Could be a nice addition to @PopAssocAmerica conf.
Dedicated demographers: still listening attentively Friday arvo at end of 3 days at #Ozpop14 @AlphaAlison
Kiwis stopped coming to Australia during the rugby World Cup #Ozpop14 - @workdemographer
and time…#Ozpop14 over for another year. Some really great papers. Great to see old friends and meet new
ones - @BrenChurchill
#Ozpop14 coming to an end…Great conference and looking forward to #Ozpop16. Thanks everyone! @DrKimJohnstone
Phew! Great conference! #Ozpop14 - @PhillyTan
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Thanks #Hobart and #Tasmania for a first rate place for the #Ozpop14 conference @OzPopulation. First
time in Tassie - @DemographyOz

Demographers do Nutbush at the Conference Dinner.
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A new National Council was elected at the 2014 Annual General Meeting held in Hobart. Office holders are
listed below.

APA National Council 2014-16
Role

Office holder

Patron

Jack Caldwell

President

Alison Taylor

Immediate Past President

Vacant

Vice Presidents

Liz Allen
Kim Johnstone

Secretary

Simon Massey

Treasurer

John O’Leary

Ordinary members

Denise Carlton
Elin Charles-Edwards
Ann Evans
Lisa Denny
Kate Golebiowska
Genevieve Heard

Journal editor

Santosh Jatrana

Demoz

Andrew Gill
Amina Keygan

Contacting the APA
Postal address: The Secretary
Australian Population Association
LPO Box 8222
ANU
Acton
ACT 2601
Email:

secretary@apa.org.au

Demoz:

Andrew Gill agill@bis.com.au
Amina Keygan amina.keygan@anu.edu.au

Hosting local APA events
Members interested in holding local APA meetings or other events are requested to contact the Association
secretary so that the event can be advertised to local APA members.
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